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INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to d-=fine realistically the term "sparse data" with

respect to the hydro1 ogi c system.

Nevertheless, when compa red with the

other 49 states, Alaska d'Jes present a case of sparseness in terms of
all types of water
usually involve

resour~e

and hydrologic data.

interpret~tion

Alaskan design problems

of data from one gage representing several

basins instead of the usual several gages within one major basin.
Although faced with 3 lack of both essential data and a basic understanding concerning

north,~rn

hydro1 ogi c systems, A1 aska has entered a

period of unprecedented r3pid development.

The most obvious development

is the A1yeska oil pipeline and oil discovery activities in the North Slope
region.

However, the

pip~line

is the first of a whole sequence of develop-

mental activities which will lead to construction of other pipelines,
haul roads, and other facilities, all of which will be in essentially
undeve loped areas affecte,j by flood f1 ows.
standing of the hydrologic system.

Each facil ity requi res unde r-

Unfortunately, these activities cannot

wait for further research but must proceed with a design.
In 1972 the Institute of Water Resources at the University of Alaska
at Fairbanks began a research project designed to answer partially the
problems presented above.

This project, entitled "Investigation of the

Applicability of Hydro10g'c Modeling Techniques in Regions of Sparse Data,"
was designed to further the adaptation of hydrologic models to northern
conditions, evaluate existing methods of design used by water resource
agencies in Alaska, and evaluate the efficiency of the flood frequency
information generated by the model to that generated by traditional methods.
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The reports emanating from this work consist of two technical reports
(including this one), two journal articles, and a final summary completion
report.

These papers are more specifically listed in the appendix.

The

fi na 1 summary comp 1eti on report presents a conci se overvi ew of the enti re
project.
This report presents material which was prepared in the early stages
of the project.

It provi des useful background i nformilti on upon whi ch the

other reports are based.
Three issues must be understood clearly when embarking on a major
flood frequency design tasf::

the fundamental basis of the design method,

actual execution of the task, and the data environment in which the
method is used.

The first part of this report presents a history and

background for several tYPES of flood design methods.

Next, four flood

frequency design methods currently in use in Alaska are discussed.

Then

a presentation of the Alaskan hydrologic data environment follows.

The

last section presents a sur.lmary and overview of the report, its relationship to the whole project, and some conclusions which may be drawn from
this portion of the study.
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BACKGROUND OF FLOOD FREQUENCY DETERMINATION
A BRIEF HISTORY OF FLOOD FP.EQUENCY DETERMINATION
Methods for determination of peak flow for design purposes have
developed rapidly since the early 1900's. There has been no general
acceptance of anyone methQd and new methods are continually being developed.
For a better understanding of current methods, a brief history of peak
flow and flood frequency d",termination should be useful', Consult I~einzer
(1934) for a more detailed history prior to 1900.
The methods develop<'d for analyzing flood events can essentially be
divided into three categories: rational, empirical, and statistical.
Rational methods are develQped on the basis of reasoning, while empirical
methods are determined from experimental data. Interpretation and application
of these formulae require direct experience and engineering judgment.
Statistical methods encompass all direct frequency analyses from graphical
plotting to curve fitting. Of course, as with any classification process,
any method may include feat.ures of more than one cl ass.
Chow (1964) divides the past into periods characterized by developments
in the field of hydrology. During the period of modernization, 1800-1900,
many empirical flow formulae were developed. Some statistical work was
done by 1890 but development of these techniques gained recognition in the
period of empiricism, 1900-1930 (Chow, 1964).
Early in this period, Fuller (1914) published a comprehensive discussion
of statistical methods in hydrology. About that time, Hazen developed a
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method using log-normal pNbability paper for flood frequency studies
(Hazen, 1930).

Empirical methods were also developed and emphasis still

tended toward those methods which required little flow data (Linsley,

et at., 1949). Empirical methods, however, lost popularity in the next
period, the era of rationalization, 1930-1950. Use of the unit hydrograph
was developed and flood frequency analysis gained new dimensions (C;,. ",
1964). Use of nonnormal p~obability theory such as extreme value distributions gave wider

applica'~ion

to flood frequency prediction.

In 1950

the period of theorization began, wherein theoretical studies led to simulation methods using previously derived relationships (Chow, 1964).

Methods

of peak flow determination in current use are usually combinations of all
the past methods.
8npirical Methods
During the period 0'" empiricism, hydrologic data tended to be scarce,
leading to the development of empirical formulae for estimation of flood
flows.

Chow (1964) report~ that at least one-hundred equations were

derived during this time.

The proliferation of formulae can be considered

evidence of their inability to describe flood phenomena adequately.
The simplest formulae have been characterized by Linsley, et at. (1958)
as bei ng of the general fOI'm

Q = cA
where Q is the discharge, A

r

n
r

the drainage, and c and n coefficients

determined by various methods, generally differing by regions.

Another

form of this relationship frequently used with minor modifications was
the Burkli-Ziegler equation (Linsley, et aZ., 1958)
• S

Q=Ac1>r
A

r
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Average rainfall intensi'cY (i) and slope (s) were added in an effort to
improve estimations.
The Fuller equation represented an attempt to inc1 ude flood frequency
by using the mean flood ;1" to predi ct the flood

QTr with a gi ven return

period Tr (Fuller, 1914)

QTr

=

Q (1 + clog Tr)

This formula was later cllanged by Horton in 1926 to a general form (Linsley,
et al., 1949)

with the additional coef"r-icients K and n differing again between regions.
Fuller's original formu1i\ and the later form were both derived on the basis
that flood frequency fo110ws a normal distribution.

As more data becomes

available this assumption has been found to be erroneous with few exceptions.
Almost all empirica: formulae have been discarded with one exception.
The rational formula is still quite commonly used in design problems where
information on flood frequency is scarce.
Q = ciA

The form most often cited is

r

where c is a coefficient for runoff, i the average rainfall intensity in
inches per hour for a dUl'ation equal to the time of concentration for
the basin, and A

r

the area of the basin (Linsley, et al., 1958).

Linsley,

et al., (1958) tabulate some values for c over given basin conditions.

The time of concentration for the basin t
and requires a "good deal of judgment."

is very difficult to determine
c
It is usually accepted as the

interval required for water to flow from the most remote part of the basin
to the main channel (Viessman, et al., 1972).
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Chow (1964) reports several

modifications to allow for easier application of the rational method.
While it is generally agreed in theory that the rational method should be
used for basins of less than 200 square miles, in practice it is quite
commonly applied to largr. watersheds when streamflow data is lacking.
Rational Methods
9uring the period Of rationalization, 1930-1950, methods were developed
for use with 1imited flm"/ data.

These hydrograph methods used a few flood

flow observations with theoretical reasoning to predict peak flows (Chow,
1964) .

In 1932, Sherman developed the unitgraph method (Li ns 1ey, et al. ,

1958).

It was limited, however, by assumptions of constant storm rainfall

patterns and uniform runoff intensity.

Viessman, et al., (1972) gives a

thorough di scus si on of these hydrograph methods plus more recent techni ques
of separation.

He also discusses the use of synthetic hydrographs for

places where basic streamflow and rainfall data are not available.

While

hydrograph analysi sis frequently used, the methods are tedious and the
results questionable except for small basins.

The reader should refer to

Chow (1964) or Viessman, et al., (1972) for an accurate description of the
methods.
Statistical Methods
Statistics is a too": applied to hydrology for summarlZlng, comparing,
and describing sets of ddta, determining underlying probability distributions, and making predic,ions of future behavior (Viessman, et al., 1972).
In flood frequency studies, the flood series are considered random variables
over time.

Identification of the population of flood data requires a

definition of the criteria for selection of peak flows.

For example, one

flood population may be identified as annual maximum instantaneous flood
peaks resulting from snowmelt events only.
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There are essentially two

broad methods for point -:'requency analysis:
distribution-free.

distribution-dependent and

Dist~ibution-dependentmethods,

which are the most

frequently appl ied, requ're an assumption concerni ng the underlying
population distribution of the floods.

Distribution-free methods do not

require any assumptions which limit or define the flood population distribution (Keeping, 1966).

Each of these broad categories will be described.

There are many methods of flood frequency analysis using distributiondependent techniques.
studies.

Tilese include graphical and parametric point frequency

Graphical methods require the determination of a plotting formula

for the return peri od Tr, the average number of yea rs wi thi n whi ch a gi ven
flood event will be equaled or exceeded.

The usual formula is

where
n

= number

In

=

of years of record

the assi gned rank to the flood magnitude

Tr = return period in years

Viessman, et at. (1972) "lists several variations of this formula all of
which do not account for the smallness of the sample.

The one exception

developed by Gringorten (Viessman, et al., 1972) adds a correction factor a
Tr

=

n

+ 1 - 2a
In - a

This return period is also occassionally converted to the probability of
occurrence by the formula
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Then the probabil ity of ?ccurrence of different magnitude floods can be
calculated

The probability P can again be converted to the return period by"
re1 ationship

The return periods are calculated from extrapolation of the formula rather
than the extension of a straight line; however, the end result is the
same.
Once the under1yi ng di stri buti on functi on has been determi ned, some
i nvesti gations use the probabil ity function to generate more records for
increased sample size (Hann, 1972).

This method is questionable unless

there is absolute certainty that the assumed distribution is correct.

The

possible errors associatzd with such an analysis is shown by Mata1as and
Wallis (1973).

It is important to remember that simulation based on the

derived parameters for

t~e

underlying flow distribution does not increase

the length of actual record.

Therefore, the prediction interval is not

increased from that usually recommended:
(Chow, 1964).

twice the number of years of record

Viessman, et aL (1972) place a further restriction on

prediction extension when the original record length is less than ten years.
Other methods of distribution-dependent flood frequency determination
are based on assumptions of the normal distribution.

These methods are

used frequently for regional analysis in regions of sparse data. Their
application will be considered in the next section so discussion will be
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1i mited to general form .md as sumpti ons .
.~

Q

The general form is

a + b, x, + b 2 x 2

where ex and b are coeffi,:ients and the x's are parameters associated with
the flow Q.

The important consideration is that the independent

v~.

'ables

are assumed to be either normally distributed or fixed variables (nonrandom)
measured without error.

These assumptions should be tested before reliance

is placed on the model.

The distinction between correlation and regression

is that correlation is used to establish the degree of association between
two random variables whi

~h

have a bivariate normal distribution.

The

regression estimates dep,"ndence of one variable on another with a combination
of fixed and random, or ·,11 random variables.

This distinction is an im-

portant one and may result in inaccurate interpretations when ignored
(Sokal and Rohlf, 1969).
The use of distri bution-free methods for flood frequency studies is
not cornmon.

While these methods are generally quoted as being desirable,

their application is less familiar, which accounts for their low popularity
(Aitken, 1973).

Bayesian inference has been used successfully for Arizona

basins by some investi gators (Davis, et al., 1972; Kottegoda, 1972).

When

this approach is coupled with a distribution-free statistics approach based
on asymtotic theory, the results can be very beneficial since it removes
a major compl ication.

It has been shown that when the return period of

interest is greater than the number of years of record, the design flood
magnitude is sensitive to the choice of assumed underlying probability
density function U1atalas and Wallis, 1972).

Therefore, since the true

underlying distribution is rarely known, use of distribution-free techniques
would tend to strengthen the validity of estimates with removal of the need
for ambiguous decisions.
CURRENT FLOOD-FREQUENCY DESIGN METHODS USED IN ALASKA
The methods used by design agencies for Alaskan watershed conditions
will be surveyed.

The m2thods will be discussed not only on the basis of
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how they are carried out, but also on the basis of limiting assumptions
and conditions .
.c_oI~

of Engineer's Stati sti cal Methods

The United States Corps of Engi neers (Corps) generally uses two
procedures for obtaining flood frequencies: a graphical method and, parametric method. The combined use of both methods is advocated even though
the study may be accomplished with the parametric. The Corps suggest the
use of both so that observed data can be visually compared with the derived
curve (Beard, 1962).
The graphical analysis has been described in a previous section,
therefore it will not be repeated. The Corps graphical method used Gumbel
(extreme value), Log- Gumbel, and most other types of prepared probability
paper to come up with a ,traight line relationship. This line is then
extended to the desired return period.
The parametric freq~ency analysis assumes a log-normal distribution.
Moment estimators are used for development of the probability density
function parameters. Three moments are required for estimation in
this distribution:
N

I

1st Moment (Mean)

i=l

M

=

Q.
1-

~

-'----:N"'-

,1,Q)
2nd Moment (Vari ance)

S

=

3rd Moment (Skew)
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{1,:,)
N _ 1

2]

where
Q. =
1-

N

=

Logarithm of peak flows
number of events in the gage record used for

Q.

1-

Beard (1962) consid=rs it impractical to base the skew coeffi'ient
used in the frequency study on a single record of annual flows less than
100 years in length. Because of the record length the skew coefficient
is generally assumed to be zero, therefore the lognormal equation is used
Log Q = M

+ KS

where K is the magnitude in standard deviations away from the mean for
selected exceedance probabilities and can be found in a table of normal
probabilities for given error probabilities. The limitation to this
parametric method is its requirements for a large sample size in order
for the moments to be representati ve.
Use of the parametric method rather than the graphical method removes
the individual bias related to choosing the line and the optimum distribution. However, it does make the assumption that all flows are distributed
according to a certain distribution which mayor may not be true (Chow,
1964). The use of the parametric method restricted to lognormal probability
also removes the usual compensation made for extreme events in the graphical
analysis. This complication is more thoroughly discussed in another report
(Fox and Carl son, 1974).
Soil Conservation Service Graphical Analysis
The SCS method for determining peak flood magnitudes and frequency
is essentially the same as the graphical analysis used by the Corps of
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Engineers with two minor differences.

First, the SCS restricts the frequency

distribution curves to log normal (Hazen) probability paper only.

Second,

the plotting position prescribed is Hazen's plotting formula
Pe ~

100 (2m - 1)
2n

where

P = plotting position in per cent
e
m = rank of descending flood val ues, with largest equal to one
n

=

number of years of record

This plotting position formula plots data at the center of group intervals.
The line drawn through the points is assumed to be straight and is extended
beyond the data range to predict floods of greater return period.
UnLt~LSta(es

Geol ogi cal Survey'

5 I~ulti

pl e-Regressi on Method

Multiple regression methods for flood frequency analysis have gained
support in many regions.

When using this method, a region of apparent

hydrologic homogeneity is selected.

The method has been used in Alaska

where 183 sites were used to study flood frequency (Childers, 1970).

Peak

stream discharges were analyzed for selected recurrence intervals at sites
with records greater than five years.

The flood flow for a given return

period is first calculated for all streams using the Log Pearson Type III
parametric method.

Each set of discharges was then regressed with various

basin and climatological parameters using a regression equation of the
form
Q

T

l' ~

a

.; cd

CD ••••
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where

QTr

= discharg"

corresponding to a recurrence interval of + years

regression coeffi cients
B,C,D . •• = basin and climatological factors.

a.Jb"c ... =

The basin and climatological factors that were considered included:

Jrainage

area, mean annual precipitation, area of lakes and ponds, land slope, main
channel slope, mean basi-l altitude, a shape factor and others.
final equations for

disc~arge

From the

corresponding to selected recurrence intervals,

floods can be estimated for selected recurrence intervals of up to 50 years
for any site in the regi0n, whether gaged or ungaged, once the values of the
significant parameters are determined (Childers, 1970).

However, in his

report, Childers only conputed flood discharges for recurrence intervals
of up to about twice the length of years of record. For example, if a
station had 11 years of record, the 25-year flood was computed, but not
the 50-year flood. Only 24 gaging stations had records as long as 20 years
or more needed for evaluation of the 50-year flood (Childer's computations
are based on records available up to September 30, 1968).
There are several aspects concerni ng the USGS flood frequency analysi s
which should be noted.
with all estimates:

The method has a large standard error associated

80% for 50 year floods (Childers, 1964).

It also

deals primarily with southeastern Alaskan conditions due to an emphasis on
data collection in that area. However, it does provide a method of prediction for basins without any stream-gagi ng records.

The multi pl e regression

technique is specifically designated for regional studies in a homogenous
region.

Therefore, if the parameters of the regression equation were

recal cul ated for the speci fi c physiographi c regi ons descri bed earlier,
the estimates of QTr would be expected to have a lower standard error.
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The state of Alaska Department of Highways (ADH) in its Hydraulic
Design Handbook (1971) uses four methods depending on the availability
of data and the design structure size.

These are as follows:

parametric

frequency analysis (using the Log Pearson type III distribution),
multiple regression, slope-area, and rational formula.

~_

')

Each method is

suggested for use under specified available data and design conditions.
Figure 1 demonstrates
method.

th~

decision flow which leads to the choice of

The parametric frequency analysis using the Log Pearson type III

is described in an

earli~r

section.

For more information consult the U.S.

Water Resources Council Bulletin 15 (1967).

The ADH handbook suggests

that the multiple regression method, described in a previous section is
a crude approximation for estimating the design floods, but may be the
best choice when little or no data exi sts.
The slope-area method is described in the HydrauZics ManuaZ, ADH
(1971) and by others (Chaw, 1964; Viessman, et aL, 1972).
computed using the

Manni~g

equation based on channel characteristics, water

surface profiles, and a channel roughness coefficient

where
Q = di scharge
11

=

roughness coeffi ci ent

A = cross-sectional area of the channel
R = hyd raul i c radi us

s

=

The flow is

hydraulic gradient
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This equation assunes conditions of uniform flow in open channels in which
the water surface profile and energy gradient profile are parallel to
the stream bed. It also assumes that the area A, hydraulic radius R,
and depth are constant throughout the stream. This equation can be used
to determine peak fl ows, but not thei r frequency. Us ually, howeve r, a
frequency is implied in choosing some standard channel condition su~h as
bank fullflow.
The rational formula is the fourth method employed by the Alaska
Highway Department. It is not recommended unless no other method can be
applied. When used for large drainage areas, point rainfall reduction
factors are employed (ADH, 1971). The parameters in the rational formula
Q

=

C.A
1-

r

are functions of watersh'ed and rai nfall factors. The runoff coefficient,
C depends on watershed conditions and is assumed to be constant over most
frequencies. The time of concentration is necessary to define the rainfall
intensity i which is given for a duration equal to the time of concentration.
While this time is not available for most watersheds, it can be approximated
by the formu1 a

where
T

= time

H

=

£

=

c

of concentration in hours
height of most remote point in basin above outlet, in feet
length of drainage along the stream in miles.

This equation was developed for a group of watersheds in Tennessee ranging
from 1.25 to 112.0 acres (Kirpitch, 1940). Rainfall intensity i, is
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determined from the Weather Bureau rainfall depth-intensity-frequency
correlation (ADH, 1971). The drainage area A is defined as the area
contributing to direct runoff.
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ALASKAN GEOGRAPHY AND HYDROLOGIC DATA BASE
PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS
Alaska has a land area of approximately 586,000 square miles. However,
with Canadian drainages, its streams drain an area of about 730,000 square
miles. While known mostly for its rugged mountainous terrain, Alaska has
areas of low-rolling top,)graphy and broad plains. This diverse physiography causes extreme variations in the streamflow-flood regimes. Basins
which include both mount,inous terrain and broad plains have floods resulting from snowmelt ev,~nts as well as rainfa"ll excesses.
Physiographic classification of a large and diverse region such as
Alaska must be used to define topographically homogeneous areas. Alaska
has been divided by John;on and Hartman (1969) into four major areas:
Arctic Coastal Plain, Ro:ky Mountain System, Intermontane Plateaus, and
the Pacific Mountain System (Figure 2).
The Arctic Coastal Plain is a broad, nearly level, plain underlain
by continuous permafrost. It rises imperceptibly from the Arctic Ocean
to a maximum of 600 feet above sea level at its southern margin. The
coastal plain is poorly drained due to its low slope and the presence of
many bog areas. Consequently, the plai~ has the general characteristics
of a marsh during the su~mer months. Rivers either meander sluggishly or
cross the coastal plain in braided channels, building deltas into the
Arctic Ocean.
The climate of the Arctic Coastal Plain is under a strong marine
influence in the summer ~onths although not in the winter. Temperatures
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are moderate and generally less than 5 inches of precipitation falls
yearly.

Evapotranspiration is low, with most precipitation occuring as

ice and snow.

High wind:; are also comnon in this area.

Sumner is short

with spring break-up typically occurring in the first part 0; June and
first frost occurring arJund the middle of August.
The Rocky Mountain System inc1 udes both the Brooks Range and t' e
Arctic Foothills.

The Brooks Range is made up of extremely rugged mountains

which reach 9,000-foot elevations in the east but are lower in the west.
Formed during the P1eistJcene glaciation, these mountains are primarily
composed of sandstone and shale underlain by gentic1ina1 rocks (Johnson
and Hartman, 1969).

The Arctic Foothills are low rolling mountains between

the Brooks Range and the Arctic Coastal Plain.
The climate of the '<ocky Mountain System is intermediate between the
Arctic Coastal Plain and the Intermontane Region.
tation varies from 8 to 12 inches.

The mean annual precipi-

Like the two regions which border it, the

Brooks Range experiences long, cold winters.

Spri ng breakup occurs around

the end of May, and the wi nter freeze may be expected to begi n in 1ate
September.

The Arctic Foothills have a climate intermediate between the

mountains and the coastal plain.
The Intermontane

P1~teaus,

also referred to as "the interior" consists

of dissected uplands, 10lv1and basins floored with alluvium deposits, and
broad valleys.

The

aver~ge

altitude and relief declines westward from the

Canadian border to the B2ring and Chukchi Seas.

Among the large rivers

draining this region are the Yukon, Tanana, Koyukuk and Kuskokwin.

Upland

altitudes rarely exceed 5,000 feet in the east and 4,000 in the west, and
generally are found to b,= below 3,000 feet.
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In the Intermontane Plateau (interior), the long cold winters cause
extensive freezing. Spring breakup and winter freeze occur around May 9
and September 12, respectively. Rapid spring warming causes snowmelt
to overflow frozen or iCi"-jammed channels resulting in spectc.cular spring
breakup floods. Annual flood peaks occur from both summer rainfall and
spring snowmelt.
The Pacific Mountain System is a transitional region between marine and
continental influences. It is an arcuate belt of high mountains bordering
the Pacific Ocean. The system generally consists of two ranges of mountains
and a belt of intervenincJ lowlands. The northern range is represented by
the A1euti an -Al askan Ranqe and the coast mountai ns. The southern ran ge
is made up of the Kodiak, Kenai-Chugach, Baranof and Prince of Wales
mountains. Rel ief in the Pacific Mountain System is extreme. The mountains
rise from near sea level to 10,000 to 20,000 feet.
The Pacific t~ountain System can be considered as t\VO climatic regions.
The mountain region acts as a barrier to the flow of moist air inland from
the ocean. The rugged slopes receive large volumes of preci pitation that
run off rapidly, causing Alaska's highest known flood discharge rates.
Annua 1 unit runoff commor.ly exceeds 100 inches and in Southeast Alaska it
exceeds 300 inches. Temr,eratures are mild and even in winter combined
snowmelt and rainfall occasionally produce exceptionally large floods.
Spring breakup occurs around April 30 and winter freeze around September 25.
The second climatic region in the Pacific Mountain System is the coast
lowlands and plateaus which includes southeastern Alaska, the Pacific coast,
and southwestern islands. This area has high unit runoff and relatively
little seasonal variation. The climate of the coastal area is mild and wet.
Runoff from the few gaged streams ranges from about 15 to 170 inches.
Abo ut 70 to 80 pe r cent of the runoff occurs in the peri od begi nni ng in June
and ending in September. The flow of some of these streams along the coast
diminishes rapidly in dry weather.
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Natural glacier-damned lakes form in many places in Alaska, particularly
in the Pacific Mountain

~;ystem.

The lakes occassionally "break out" causing

spectacular floods with 'Iery high peak discharges (Childers, 1970).
HYDROLOGIC DATA
The data available :or flood frequency determination include r"10ff
and rainfall data.

The sources for each data set are described below.

The runoff data frou drainage basins in Alaska have been studied and
analyzed by Childers in r:onjunction with the U.S. Geological Survey (1964,
1970, 1971).

Childers (970) publ ished maximum known floods as of September

30, 1968, for all gaged

~;treams

and the flood frequency-flow relationship

for ail basins with annuctl peak discharge records of at least five years
duration.

The Geologica": Survey pUblishes stream flow discharge records

and related data on all gaging stations on a state boundary basis annually.
The length of stream discharge records in Alaska is less than 30 years,
with one exception exceeding 50 years.
year record length.

Most stations have only a 10 to 15

Peak discharge records at 142 stations give a station

density of one station pr.r 4100 square miles.
In Alaska, long-tern rainfall records are published by the U.S. Weather
Bureau for fi rst order

s"~ati ons

.

The preci pi tati on data for short durat i on

are presented in the annllal series of the "Climatological Data, Alaska"
by the U.S. Weather Bureilu.

Normal, mean, and extreme preci pitation data

are pUblished in "Climatf!s of the States - Alaska" (Searby, 1968).
The data for the intensity-duration-frequency of the excessive rainfall
are presented in two reports by Miller (1965a, 1965b).

These reports are

based on 223 Alaskan precipitation stations and 217 Alaskan and Canadian
stations for frequency analysis.

Eliminating stations with insufficient
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record length (less than 5 years) yiel ds a network density of one gage
per 3200 square miles.

The 48 conterminous states have an average network

density of one gage per 250 square miles.
The low network density is combined with an even poorer areal and
elevation distri bution of the gages.

Sixty-six per cent of the precipitation

stations in Alaska are s:Juth of 62°N latitude in approximately 39
of the total area of the state.

r-'

cent

Only 13 per cent of the stations are north

of 65" latitude (near th2 latitude of Fairbanks) in about 38 per cent
of the total land area.

This leaves about 80 of the stations in 23 per

cent of Alaska between 62° and 65° latitude.
Eighteen per cent of the land area of Alaska is above 3,000 feet
elevation, yet there was only one station above that elevation in 1960.
Only 12 per cent of the Jrecipitation stations in 54 per cent of the state
were above 1000 feet.

Fifty-five per cent of all the stations were situated

in the seven per cent of the land area of Alaska below 100 feet msl.
A new analysis of intensity-duration-frequency would provide better
results since 50 precipitation stations were eliminated from Miller's
study due to insufficient record length.

Until then, the record of

storms in Alaska pub 1i sh<:d by the U. S. Weather Bureau provi des a means
of making only rough estimates of maximum depth, duration, and intensity
for storms.
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SOME ASPECTS OF FLOOD FREQUENCY
DATA EVALUATION
The rainfall data avail able from the U.S. Weather Bureau is inadequate
for determination of flood frequency in Alaska.

The preci pitation and

frequency stations Miller (1965a, 1965b) used to develop intensity-durationfrequency values comprise such a poor network density that the applicability
of the results is questionable.

This problem is compounded by the

heter~

ogenity of Alaska's geography and the uneven distribution of rainfall
stations.
The proposed oil pipeline route traverses all of the physiographic
regions of Alaska.

The northern region (Arctic Coastal Plain, Rocky Mountain

System, Intermontane Plateau) basins often have severe ice jams, icings,
floods, and erosion.

Stream-gaging stations have been and continue to be

established by the USGS in order to provide data fOr determining characteristics of streamflow including magnitude and frequency of floods on principal
streams.

Data at these stations are reported as daily mean and maximum

instantaneous discharges.
Since the overall p,Jrpose of this study is to evaluate design methods
in sparse data regions over the trans-Alaska pipeline route, gaging stations
along that route wi 11 be emphas i zed.

A folder pub 1i shed by the USGA, "Water

Resource Investigations Along Proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline Route (1972),
contains a list of all the sites where streamflow records have been collected.
Ten years is consi dered ,:he mi ni mum record length to be used for a frequency
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analysis.

All 10-year or longer records were examined for suitability

based on various criteri,.

Of the approximately 45 stream-gaging stations

along the 800-mile pipeline route, only 11 stations have at least 10 years
of record.
miles.

The range of drainage areas extends from 400 to ?OO,OOO square

The locations of some of these rivers are shown in Figure 2.

Flood data can be .1:1.1 lyzed on the bas is of several di fferent

,~ri es.

The series of particular interest to flood frequency prediction arc partial
duration series and annual maximum series.

The parti .11 duration series

consists of all floods exceeding some arbitrary flood magnitude for a given
river.

The annual

maxim~m

flood series is generally used although some

prefer the partial duration series because it yields more data points for
a given record length.

However, since these additional points usually

lie in the area with less than lO-year return period, the two series give
essentially the same res:Jlts for return periods greater than 10 years
(Langbein, 1949).

One

p~oblem

with using a partial duration series is

related to a definition 0f the relative independence of any two consecutive flood peaks (Linsle:l, et al, 1958).

The annual maximum flood series

is used in this study.
DISCUSSION OF PEAK FLOW :JETERMINATION METHODS
As indicated by the past literature and Alaskan design agencies, several
different methods have been descri bed for esti mati ng peak flow.

They fall

into roughl y three categori es:
1.

Empi ri ca 1 formulae

2.

Frequency analysi s

3.

Regression techniques.

The empirical methods, the rational formula, and the slope-area method
used by ADH have one major advantage and two major disadvantages:
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they

do permit estimation of peak flows without having gage records; however,
they are ineffecti ve for basi ns greater than 200 square miles, and they
do not provide an estimate of frequency or return period.

The Alaskan

basins along the pipeline route are generally greater than 400 square
miles, and estimates of l'eturn period are needed for most des·,gn problems
on principal streams (Viessman, et al., 1972).

Therefore, empirical

equations are of questionable use in Alaska and other methods should probably be employed.
Frequency analysis is used quite extensively by the design agencies
when the data is available.
are popular.

Both the graphical and parametric methods

Tile main disadvantage of this type of analysis is the require-

ment for available gage records.

The popularity and acceptance of these

estimates is further encouraged by the adaption of the Log-Pearson type
III parametric method by the U.S. Water Resources Council as a standard

procedure (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1967).

Both the graphical and

parametric frequency analysi s techniques lead to prediction of return
intervals and are often

~xtended

assumed underlyi ng di stri bution.

to twice the record length, given a correctly
These methods shoul d be eval uated further

to assign some degree of validity to the results obtained.
Regression

tecilniqUl~s

generally utilize a least squares analysis to

establ ish the dependence of peak flows on a number of measurable independent
variables.

Tile results ·:an be applied to adjacent ungaged basins once they

have been developed.

Th" USGS method shows some definite possibilities for

use on the many ungaged !Jasins which require design structures.

While

the coefficients should be recalculated on the basis of physiographic
regions instead of statewide, it is currently the only method developed
and applied in Alaska wh·;ch does not exclude predictions for large basins.
Also it is the only method

~Ihich

provides return periods without needing

gage records for that particular stream.
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The large prediction standard

error could be reduced wit1 regional reevaluation of the coefficients and
therefore thi s method shoul d be consi dered as a possi ble statewi de flood
frequency estimator for design purposes.
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SUi~MARY

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A review of available hydrologic data demonstrates the sparsene<,
of such data in Alaska.

Rainfall records are not sufficient for use in

predicting flood flows.

Streamflow gages are poorly distributed and

many basins lack any measurement.

Of the three methods in current use

for determination of design floods, the following show the most promise:
param~tric

1.

Some

frequency analysis

2.

Graphical Frequency analysis

3.

Multiple regression analysis.

The fi rst two methods requi re at 1eas t ten yea rs of record whi 1e
the third method can be IJsed on basins with little or no data.

The

Log Pearson Type III flood frequency analysis is also of interest since
it has been identified as the standard method for federal projects by the
U.S. Water Resources Coullcil.

The multiple regression method is suggested for

further study contingent upon eventual recalculation of the coefficients by
phys i ographi c regi on.
While none of the three techniques is expected to yield exactly
reproducible predictions, they are the least restrictive in terms of their
developmental assumptions. Since design projects cannot wait for the
data base to develop suf 7 iciently, it is also recommended that a new
technique be sought.
distribution-free

The two possible approaches are simulation and

techni~ues.

Simulation studies may produce a method

for determining peak flows which is not restricted to small basins.
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Distribution-free methods would allow a frequency analysis of a stream
wi thout mak i ng the cruci alas sumpti on concern i ng the under1yi ng di stri bution.
As oil pipeline and related development continues, flood peak prediction should provide valid answers with respect to project design.
There is both the danger of underdesign from incorrectly low

f100d~

~k

predictions as well as overdesign resulting from overly conservative
estimates.

This report has attempted to outline the methods available

to design agencies and to compare relative merits of each of the techniques.
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